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The Top Model and Umbrella Girls of MotoGP
Umbrella Girls

Bologna Motorvalley Italy, 18.11.2019, 21:00 Time

Roberto Magni By Foto ReD Photographic Agency - The Paddock Girls or Ombrelline MotoGP color the World Championship
paddock accompanying the riders on the starting grid, pit lane or box.

It is very nice to meet, talk and photograph these fantastic Top Models during the weekend of the MotoGP races.

The Umbrella Girls are beautiful models that often attract the attention of athletes and fans of the racing world.

Here is a list of the most beautiful umbrellas in the paddock of the MotoGP World Championship.
The umbrellas are beautiful, smiling, very sensual and they are set for the photos of enthusiasts and professionals in the minutes
before the competition tension.

For every Grand Pemio of MotoGP there is always the inevitable appointment with the Paddock Girls, the splendid girls that animate
and delight the present of the Paddock and the pitlane of the premier class, Moto3 Moto2 ...

These enchanting models have invaded the tracks and paraded on circuits all over the world. I wanted to enclose all the paddock girls
in a maxi photo gallery. But what will be the most beautiful paddock girls? The choice is really wide and diffie and this "challenge"
seems much more demanding than the races of the MotoGP World Cup.

Roberto Magni Photographer and Journalist
Director Foto ReD Photographic Agency and ReD Magazine editor
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